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Public Benefit Statement 
  

The work of ARCh benefits the 
community in a number of ways, 
primarily in the advancement of 

education, but it also can lead to the 
prevention of poverty, 

the advancement of citizenship and 
community development and relief for 
those in need by reason of youth, age, 
ill health, disability or financial or other 

disadvantage. 

 

Assisted Reading for Children 
(ARCh) is a registered charity, 

dedicated to raising enjoyment of 
literacy for children in Oxfordshire via 

a network of dedicated volunteers. 
 

We strive for literate children, 
confident for life.   

 
Our service is available to all primary 

schools in the county. 
 



 

               The Support Team 
 

2019/20 
The team has a wealth of experience in the education and charity 

sectors. 
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Fieldworkers  
 

Supporting volunteers and schools throughout the county – in areas 
Bicester, South West Oxfordshire, Banbury(shire), Oxford City, Thame, 

South East Oxfordshire 
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Amanda Frank  
 

Elena McCretton 

 
Inspiring children to read 



 

Our Trustees 

 
We are grateful to our Board of Trustees who donate their time and experience so 
generously. 
 
David Bettle ARCh Reading Helper 
(Chair) 

Noel Hetherington (Treasurer) 
David Jones ARCh Reading Helper 
Anne Ross   ARCh Reading Helper 

Saira Ali  

Pauline Edwards 
David Harding 
Kathy Gilbert  
Jake Piper  
Roberto Hortal 

              

Our Patrons 
A huge thank you to the patrons who support our work in many ways;  
 

Lord John Bird Founder of The Big Issue 

 
“Reading laid for me the basis of a new chance in life.  Reading meant 
that I was in a different situation.  I could get myself educated and get 
different work.  Even though I was a late comer to reading it changed 
completely the way I saw the world.  Therefore, when I look at the 
work of ARCh I feel a great sense of privilege that you have allowed 
me to be associated with you, bringing reading to new generations.” 

 
 

Sir Philip Pullman  author    

“Reading is the key to the greatest part of our freedom – the freedom of our minds and 
our imaginations. I can’t bear to think how much poorer my life would be if I’d never 
learned to read. Anything we can do to help others to find this key is enormously worth 
doing, and I’m pleased and proud to be a patron of ARCh, who are dong such valuable 
work in bringing the delight and the treasure of reading to so many young people.” 

 

James Carter Poet 

 

 
 

 

James Carter is an award-winning children’s poet, 
non-fiction and educational writer. He is the author of 
over 15 popular and best-selling poetry titles.  
 



 

Shen Roddie 
Children’s author and former reading helper 

“Year on year, ARCh annual reports give cause for cheer.  

It is one thing to have a vision; quite another to see it through 
to the award winning degree that ARCh has. 
 
Thousands of reluctant readers have passed through its portals 
in the last 11 years to emerge more fluent, more confident and 
better able to engage with learning in the classroom.  

A contrast to what would have been – pupils with unaddressed reading difficulties 
falling behind in nearly every subject, suffering low self-worth and in many cases, 
misbehaving. 
 
Testimonies from schools have shown that not only have our dedicated band of 
ARCh volunteers raised reading levels among their charges, they have inspired 
many to develop a Joy of Reading and a love for books. 
 
That is life-enhancing. A priceless gift.  Well done, ARCh!” 

 

Adam Guillain   
Children’s author & storyteller 
“I am so very honoured to be a patron of ARCh.  I know from 
personal experience that firing a desire to read depends on 
moments of magic between a child an adult and a book.  We’re 
not always needed as adults, but when we are, we are part of life-
changing magical moments.  I think everyone involved with ARCh 
is a little addicted to these.  Long may it continue!”  

      
 

 
 

Adam and wife Charlotte performing at one of our 
workshops 



 

Korky Paul  
Illustrator Winnie the Witch © Valerie Thomas and Korky Paul, published 

by Oxford University Press © Winnie the Witch illustration Korky Paul 
 

“In this time of increasing poverty and cutbacks to 
education, ARCh's dedicated volunteers perform an 
admirable job of bringing their passion for books and 
reading to the most disadvantaged children across the 
county”. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

John Foster 
Performance poet 
 
“The benefits of ARCh are far reaching and go well beyond ability to 
read.  After a year of 1-1 shared time, children emerge with greater 
self-regard and confidence, better able to be part of an adventure that 
is every child’s basic right – the right to read, to access the exciting 

world of knowledge and learning and in the 
process, secure for themselves happier, 
brighter lives. 
 
Well done, ARCh, for your commitment 
and initiatives towards this important 
ripple effect.” 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 

Korky entertaining the audience 
at one of our volunteer meetings 

John Foster at one of 
our reading events. 

John Foster signing books at 
an ARCh volunteer meeting. 



 

Our Story 
Award winning charity inspiring children to read 

 

 

Elaine and Jane ran the Oxfordshire branch of a national charity called 

Volunteer Reading Help, subsequently renamed Beanstalk, until 2008 

when the charity closed 5 branches in the South of England due to a lack 

of funding.  At this time there were 120 volunteers supporting 360 children 

across Oxfordshire. 

 

With help from many local supporters, ARCh was set up as an 

independent charity to carry on the good work, focussing purely on 

Oxfordshire. 

 

Since that time we have helped thousands of children, thanks to our 

amazing, dedicated volunteers.  The charity’s work is unique in 

Oxfordshire we provide vetted, trained, resourced and supported 

volunteers to 120 primary schools in the county. 

 

In 2016 ARCh won the Queens Award for Voluntary Service.  

 

 

ARCh is the current holder of the Oxfordshire Community & Voluntary 

Action (OCVA) Charity of the Year by and the Cherwell Business Awards 

Charity of the Year. 

    



 

What we do 
…so much more than reading 

 
Since its inception in 2008, ARCh has helped over 8,000 Oxfordshire children develop 
a love of reading to enhance their lives.  In 2019 there were 260 ARCh Volunteer 
Reading Helpers working with around 800 children each year in Oxfordshire. 
 

 
 
After successfully completing their application, interview, DBS enhanced disclosure 
and a 9 hour initial training course, each Reading Helper is assigned to a local primary 
school and works one-to-one with 3 children chosen by the school for the entire 
academic year.  The school selects the children who, they believe, will most benefit 
from the help of an ARCh Reading Helper; over the 
weeks a strong mentoring relationship develops.  
 
 

 
 
Children selected for ARCh support have two 
individual half-hour sessions each week with their 
volunteer. The sessions are at school during school 
hours. The idea is to make the children feel happy 
and successful, so they start to think of reading as 
something they can enjoy.   
With this in mind, ARCh volunteers share a variety of activities with the children. In 
addition to reading they may play word, board or memory games, make and draw 
things, help the children write their own stories, or just talk.  
 
We provide on-going support and training for volunteers. Schools see them as 
“professional volunteers”. It costs the charity an average of £768 to recruit, train and 
support a volunteer over the first year. Schools make a financial contribution towards 
our costs (£450 per volunteer per year, equating to £150 per child).  
   

Reading Helpers at training  

Photos from training courses November 2019 and January 2020 



 

ARCh Reading Helpers 
 

No formal qualifications are required to become an ARCh Reading Helper, just 
enthusiasm for reading, enjoyment of children’s company and good communication 
skills. 
 
We provide an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check, interview and 
take up references for every helper.  Once the application, checking and initial training 
process is complete, readers visit their designated school twice a week, for an hour 
and a half at a time, during the school day.  The school selects 3 children for each 
adult to work with.  
 
Each child benefits from 2 half hour sessions 1:1 with their helper each week. The 
charity provides books and games to use in the sessions and these are selected with  
the individual child in mind, to encourage them to enjoy reading. 
 
It is a long term commitment as volunteers continue to work with the same 3 children 
for the entire year, to build a supportive, mentoring relationship and boost confidence. 
We do therefore ask volunteers to commit to work with ARCh for at least one year. 
 
It is important that adults enjoy and gain from their experience with ARCh. Many 
volunteers continue year on year! The average 
stay is 5 years. 
 
We provide every helper with a book box to use 

with their three children. Contents are 

personalised to the individual children’s 

interests and ability, which encourages reading 

for pleasure. 

The book box contains a wide range of genres; 

picture books, novelty books (for example - pop up, lift the flaps), simple chapter 

books, poetry, duologues and plays, joke books, puzzles, children’s magazines and 

comics. Non-fiction books are also popular and we provide an atlas and a dictionary 

too. The box also contains a selection of games.  

Our Reading Helpers get to know their children very well and we work with them to 

find just the right books to entice their reluctant readers. We also 

help them to change their resources frequently, so that there is 

always something exciting and new to engage the children.   

We need to keep ARCh resources fresh and up to date, so 

offer a book box sponsorship scheme as a way for individuals 

or businesses to support our work, see page ‘How you can 

help support our work’.



 

 New Volunteer Training 
 
The ARCh training programme was developed with the Department of Education and 
the NSPCC.   
During the period April 2019 to March 2020 we trained 85 new recruits.  

The initial training is a 9 hour course, spread over 2 days, and covers the following 

topics: 

• ARCh ethos and approach  
• Why children may be struggling with reading 

• How ARCh helps children 

• Understanding the reading process 

• Children’s books 

• The importance of games 

• Benefits of volunteering 

• What to expect in primary schools today 

• How ARCh supports its volunteers 

• Safeguarding (additional online training courses via Oxfordshire 

Safeguarding Children Board, OSCB) 

 

ARCh volunteers come from all walks of life and have a wealth of experience to offer. 

We all learn from one another and the sharing of good practice is very important. The 

training course is inclusive; we ensure everyone participates, using a mixture of whole 

group work, smaller groups and paired working. 

 

We run ongoing training for all volunteers which includes any new developments in 

education. This year, topics have included Phonics, Comprehension and 

Safeguarding. Support is provided by our team of experienced ARCh Fieldworkers 

via telephone, email and observation visits to schools.

“Very interesting and valuable insight into ARCh’s expectations and how to behave 
as an ARCh volunteer.” 
 
“Your organisational skills – superb. I continue to be in awe of them. Excellent 
support, so rare everywhere else.” 
 
“Good balance of delivery and material and discussion” 
“Right level of information and very good level of challenge and engagement.” 
 
“Easy to absorb the information. I found both days to be very useful and feel happy 
and confident about starting with the children.” 
 
“Delighted to be here, your professionalism is very obvious.” 

Volunteer feedback at Safeguarding Refresher workshop 
 

 



 

Children and young people’s 

reading in 2019 
The report from the National Literacy Trust’s ninth Annual Literacy Survey outlines 

findings relating to children and young people’s reading. 

The report states “56,906 children and young people aged nine to 18 in the UK 

participated in the survey between January to March 2019. For the first time we also 

had information from 3,748 children aged 5 to 8 who completed a similar survey 

designed for younger children. Where possible, we relate our findings back to the 

reading surveys we conducted from 2005.” 

Key findings: 

• Children and young people’s levels of reading enjoyment continue to decline 

and are at their lowest since 2013 (53% said they enjoyed reading in 2019 vs 

53.3% in 2013) 

• Children and young people’s daily reading levels are the lowest we’ve ever 

recorded, with just 25.8% of children saying they read daily in their free time in 

2019 

• Based on reading skills data for 712 pupils aged 11 to 14, young people who 

enjoy reading are three times more likely to read above the level expected for 

their age than children who don’t enjoy reading (30.1% vs 8.1%) 

• Based on reading skills data for 712 pupils aged 11 to 14, young people who 

read daily in their free time are twice as likely to read above the level expected 

for their age than children who don’t read daily (37.6% vs 14.2%) 

 

 

 

  



 

ARCh Employer Supported 

Volunteering  
According to a  survey – the Oxfordshire Business 

Barometer, over 70% of businesses said that 

being involved with a charity improved workplace 

morale. Furthermore, 90% of millennials 

interviewed said that, when they are choosing an 

employer, one which has a Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) strategy or involvement with 

local or regional charities is as important to them 

as salary and location.  

Our Company Scheme provides a perfect CSR opportunity for businesses to make a 

positive contribution to their local community, to invest in their staff and in the future 

workforce by helping children to develop the key skill of reading. 

The ARCh Company Scheme has a proven track record of success and so we hope 

to work with more local businesses in this way soon. 

Businesses work in partnership with ARCh via the Company Scheme which covers 

initial and follow up training, support, resources and introduction to a school. We 

provide an efficient and effective service, flexible to match the company’s needs and 

the needs of the children in the local community. An ARCh Company Volunteer visits 

their designated school once a week, spending half an hour with each of the two 

children they support.  

For the past 8 years we have been working with Oxford University Press (OUP) 

supporting Pegasus, St Ebbes, St Barnabas, Botley, SS Philip & James and New 

Marston primary schools. 

“Training was really good and really enjoying volunteering so far and it really enriches 

my knowledge of how kids interact with reading and stories.” 

“Fantastic to be volunteering with ARCh, I can see huge progress in both children as 

their confidence grows!”     Quotes from staff at OUP 



 

Pupil Evaluation 2019  
   
   

Each year we ask all schools to complete an evaluation of our service. 
Teachers are asked to rate the improvement seen in pupils in a number of areas, rating 
them as excellent, good, satisfactory or no improvement. 
Below is a summary of our 2019 results 
Proportion of children that improved during the year; from a total of 680 sent out, 379 
surveys were completed (56% reply rate). 
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Evaluation conducted in association with Research Oxford Ltd 

1%

18%

60%

21%

Confidence in reading

No Improvement

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent

1%

15%

55%

29%

Attitude to reading

No Improvement

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent

2%

22%

60%

16%

Self-confidence/self-
esteem

No Improvement

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent

4%

30%

53%

13%

Reading performance

No Improvement

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent



 

Things children say:  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  

“I like it when 

we read with 

funny voices” 

 

“I think I’m going 
to like reading with 

you” 

“Are these new 

books? These are 

good. They look nice. 

I like monster poems” 

 

“I would like to carry on reading and 
we’ll play a game tomorrow” 

(when offered the choice towards 
the end of a session) 

“I didn’t used to 

like reading but 

it’s fun doing it 

with you” 

“I like sharing the 

reading with my 

ARCh reading 

helper” 

 

“Tuesdays and 

Thursdays  

are my favourite days!” 

(days of child’s ARCh 

sessions) 

 



 

Making a Difference  

Teachers say… 

Since the intervention for this child, he has developed a love of reading and will now read for pleasure. 
His reading comprehension has improved dramatically and his self-confidence has improved 
significantly. This child has built a great relationship with his Reading Helper. 
 

Our Reading Helper has been a pleasure to work with this year. She has been reliable, flexible and well 
liked by both children she has worked with. Her pupil has made good progress with both his reading and 
his phonics, he also changed from a reluctant reader into a confident reader who has a range of 
strategies to read more complex words. 
 
Our Reading Helper is absolutely brilliant. She is calm but has a sense of fun which engages the children. 
 
This child received a short session from our Reading Helper twice a week to boost her confidence and 
improve her reading comprehension and the work that she has done has enabled the child to develop 
her reading significantly. 
 
ARCh is an excellent scheme and I highly value the contribution of our Reading Helper who is unfailingly 
kind and patient, thank you. 
 
All of the ARCh volunteer readers have been a great help.  They have been well trained and supported 
in their reading support. 
 
Our Reading Helper has been a very valuable help to the selected children.  He has worked with them 
in a calm, patient way and has forged good relationships.  The reading support he has given has made 
a significant difference to the children’s reading confidence. 
 
Child has shown an increased desire to read and contribute to book/reading discussions in class.  
Overall, her attitude has shown improvements which I’m sure these sessions have contributed to. 
 
Our Reading Helper is always very enthusiastic and really encourages the children to enjoy their reading.  
It has helped this child to have more confidence in her understanding of what she is reading. 
 
Our Reading Helper is part of our school community.  She provides fantastic support for our children – 
reading comprehension improves dramatically and self-esteem and self-confidence grow throughout the 
year.  We have seen an improvement in Sats level throughout the year. 
 
There has been a noticeable improvement in attitude from this child this year and an increased 
willingness to learn which ARCh has helped support and develop. 
 
Since his sessions with Reading Helper this child has shown a dramatically improvement in his reading 
comprehension.  He has developed a love of reading and his ability to access tests has improved 
significantly.  Our Reading Helper has developed this child’s self-confidence.  

  

2019 comments 



 

Volunteer: Richard Brown 

December 2019 - “Observations of a Disabled Person - My First Term as a 
Voluntary Reader” 

As we choose opportunities that 
really motivate us, or passionately 
believe in, volunteering should be 
very fulfilling. But it is it that simple?  

I was ready for a new challenge. It 
is important for volunteers to 
constantly seek new challenges 
and not get taken for granted. The 
ARCh (Assisted Reading for 
Children) volunteer programme I 
had seen winning awards on Twitter 
looked ideal, as you work twice a 
week with three children over an 

entire school year. The emphasis is on passing on your love of reading through 
mentoring, building a relationship and getting to know each other. As the school makes 
a financial contribution, your efforts are much more valued and appreciated. As an 
ARCh reader, you are issued with a box full of books and games to really engage the 
children. You can swap these for others at regular book-swapping events. 

Reassuringly, the process of becoming an ARCh volunteer was very stringent, I had 
an interview to join the scheme. I took our new puppy, Treacle, to the interview, 
explaining that one day I was hoping she would become their first reading dog. My 
interviewers agreed and welcomed me to the scheme! Next, there was comprehensive 
training to attend and several certificates to earn before my supervisor, (Jeremy 
Turner) who I recognised as previously being a volunteer driver with Our Bus Bartons, 
found a school for me to work in. 

My placement was a primary school in a nearby town, the busy dynamic was a bit 
different from the village primary that I was used to. The school had worked with ARCh 
before, so they already understood our function. I joined another new volunteer for our 
induction. With a smile, the Headteacher told my female colleague “We have some 
lovely early readers for you.” She turned to me and said, “We have some year five 
boys that have attendance problems and will really benefit from spending time with 
you.” My heart sank a little. 

Our first session at the start of term in September went very well and although all three 
boys were visibly nervous, they were able to tell me bit about themselves. All three 
said that reading was their favourite hobby – I think they were just saying what they 
thought I wanted to hear! We began by using a general mixture of books and games 

https://archoxfordshire.org.uk/
https://archoxfordshire.org.uk/
http://ourbusbartons.btck.co.uk/


 

and we began to get to know one another. I am generous with praise and try to 
structure our sessions, letting the children determine the kind of which activity we do. 
Often, one of the boys was absent and I would read with other members of the class. 
They were lovely, I really enjoyed meeting them and hearing a bit of their stories. I 
guiltily wondered how much nicer it would be for me if I had been working with these 
children.  

With one of my assigned children often absent and my only making slow progress with 
the other two, my confidence began to falter. In an education system that fails so many 
children, I wasn’t sure if I had the skills or the time to give the help mine needed. I 
wasn’t sure if I was wasting my time and theirs. It wasn’t until I attended ‘recall’ training 
with the other members of my class who had also started volunteering in schools that 
I realised that most of us were working with children with challenging behaviour. I also 
learned that many ARCh volunteers often do not begin to see the benefits of their work 
until at least one term. 

I have had some success. As we were looking through an atlas, one of my boys started 
telling me about the Titanic. Although his knowledge seemed mostly related to the film, 
I could see that this subject really captured his imagination, so I bought in a couple of 
books from home. Over the next couple of weeks, we explored nautical terms, Morse 
code, shipbuilding and the disaster itself. I even came back after half term with a 
Titanic quiz, which he did very well at. (He had been listening after all!) 

I always introduce myself as ‘Richard’ and it is lovely to have been greeted in that way 
in the corridors. I think word has spread. Some children from other classes have seen 
me with my children and are interested in reading with me themselves. Children are 
such a gift. From just listening to them read, you get to join them in their amazing 
worlds. Sadly, it is also clear that many haven’t fully developed their reading skills and 
don’t have any opportunity to interact with grown-ups.  

I stuck with it. My two readers have now both finished their first books with me, I have 
read with the others in the class 
and have had my supervision, 
which went really well. I haven’t 
missed a session and am 
enjoying them more each time. A 
clue to this is that I start referring 
to them as MY children halfway 
through this post! Of course, 
there is more to do. Their class 
teacher will be leaving at 
Christmas, so I am very much 
aware that my presence will be 
one of the consistent parts of 
their school lives over the next 
few months.  

Richard at Recall training November 2019 



 

Volunteer: Rob Goodman-Brown 

 “The whole experience has been uplifting” 

In a previous life I spent 30 years in the London Fire Brigade as 
a Firefighter and an Officer. I joined simply to help people who 
in a moment of misfortune could lose their possessions, 
livelihood or ultimately their life. This willingness to serve has 
never left me and on retirement I still wanted to be useful in 
some way. As luck had it I already knew of ARCh and its work 
through a neighbour and so after some research and discussion 
decided that joining its ranks would be empowering for both the 
children and myself.  
 
The training was informative and illuminating covering all bases 
and concerns especially for those of us who could only vaguely 
remember what school was like! Insight and support from Field 
Workers was key and the course readily equipped us with the 
tools for the job. The initial reading session brought back all 
those well-hidden memories of my first day at school. Nervous 
anticipation but excitement too and any apprehension quickly 
disappeared on meeting the supportive school staff, teachers and finally the children. 
Little did I know I was in for whole lot of laughing and fun. 
 
The whole experience has been uplifting, humbling and enjoyable from the beginning. 
To assist and participate in the nurture of the gift that is reading in a child who once 
struggled has been wonderful. The children actually looked forward to my visits and 
the combination of reading, playing games and chatting with each of them in turn I 
believe has been rewarding for all of us. I can highly recommend this activity to anyone 
who has a few spare hours a week and feels compelled to use it to enrich not only 
their own life but more importantly the lives of children. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
  



 

Volunteer: Holly Richards 

“Volunteering during my gap year” 

I first came across ARCh when searching 

online for some local volunteering to do 

during my gap year. As I will be studying 

English at university next year, ARCh 

seemed like the perfect opportunity, and I 

applied to become a reading mentor. Within 

a couple of weeks, I met the team at interview 

and soon after completed a two day training 

course. The training course was hugely 

informative, and confirmed that ARCh was 

the right place for me! I really enjoy working 

with children and wanted to do something 

meaningful with my year off.  

The team organised for me to start 

volunteering at Wheatley Primary School just a few weeks later, and I went into my 

first session feeling apprehensive but well-prepared and very excited! 

My sessions are twice a week, on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons. These are 

days which I was able to choose as the school were happy to be flexible with my 

availability, something I really appreciated as it enabled me to fit my sessions in 

between my other commitments. I have now been volunteering for over six months, 

and find working with ARCh hugely enjoyable.  

Working with the children is extremely rewarding; the one to one sessions have 

meant that I am able to see the children learn and grow in confidence with their 

reading, as well as give them a break from the classroom environment where they 

can often feel under pressure or overlooked.  

I read with four year five and six children of widely varying ability, and the resources 

given to me by ARCh have been so important in tailoring the sessions to each child’s 

individual need. One of the children struggles with his reading but is a huge fan of 

pop-up books, and he often refuses to ready anything else, so being able to get 

more books from my local field-worker was perfect!  

 

https://thatklickitat.wordpress.com/2011/02/26/once-upon-a-wartime-imperial-war-museum-london-england/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


 

Over my relatively short time 

volunteering, I have built up a 

really good rapport with the 

children, and find that as a 

younger volunteer, the children 

are able to see me less a teacher-

figure, but more of a (cooler?!) 

older friend or sibling. Having a 

more relaxed relationship with the 

children means that the sessions 

become a place where they aren’t 

frightened to be themselves, or to 

find what they’re doing difficult, as there is no one else there that they have to 

compare themselves to. We often have the opportunity to read books together in the 

form of play scripts or interactive books, which means that we can enjoy the session 

together without the child feeling under pressure. This is something that has helped 

me with the challenge of reading with a child who doesn’t speak English as a first 

language, and I have found that just through chatting and playing games it has built 

his confidence and improved his ability to communicate. 

 

Overall, I believe that ARCh is a great place for students to volunteer, especially 

during a gap year as it needs the commitment of being able to spend a year with 

the children to build up a good relationship and see the positive benefits. The ability 

to form a good relationship with the children and see positive change in their reading 

over this time makes it a perfect place to volunteer for anyone that enjoys or is 

thinking about working with children, or even just wants to help benefit their local 

community during a gap year. I have loved my experience so far and I think I will 

definitely miss it when I go away for uni next year! 

  



 

Volunteer: Rosslyn Edgar 

“One of the constants was ARCh”  

 
In 2015 my husband and I decided to relocate from London to the Cotswolds to be 
closer to our two sons and enjoy the delights of being grandparents to four lovely 
granddaughters. 
Once the dust had settled and the endless packing cases emptied (never again), I felt 
the time was right to look for some sort of volunteering.  In London I had spent twenty 
years at the CAB, and whilst it was extremely satisfying, it was stressful at times, so 
felt a change was on the cards. 
 
I saw an ARCh advertisement in a local magazine looking for people who could give 
two afternoons a week to help less able young readers to become more confident in 
their reading abilities. Initially, I was hesitant in making contact, mainly because I had 
no experience with the education system.  So it was with some relief that after my first 
approach that as I had children, of course I had experience. 
 
The initial visit to the office in Bicester, where I was made most welcome, convinced  
me that after attending the training course, maybe I could after all be a volunteer.  The 
training given over two days, was very comprehensive and I felt encouraged to 
commit. 
The next step was to wait for a suitable school, local to my area.  In my case this was 
important as my knowledge of the area was limited in the extreme.  An opening 
became available at the primary school in Great Tew and I went with my support 
adviser to meet Mrs Miles the headmistress.  I can now admit to being extremely 
nervous at the time that I might let people down who had shown such faith in me.  
However, I can honestly say that I have spent the past three years having the most 
pleasurable time of my life.  The school staff have been most welcoming and 
supportive, and all the children I have met have been a delight.  I found that once they 
find the sessions are fun, they relax and I am delighted to say, without exception, at 
the end of year spent together they have become happy confident readers. 
 
If you are in any doubt about volunteering, don't, I can guarantee it will be an 
immensely rewarding experience. 
 

Shortly after writing the above article (2019) my husband passed away very 
unexpectedly.  It was late August and the schools were on their summer 
break.  The shock of this happening, even to this day is indescribable, however 
after the initial grief I realised that my life had to have meaning, and more 
importantly structure. 
One of the constants was ARCh and I was so fortunate to be at a small lovely 
school like Great Tew.  The staff, in particular one of the teachers, whom I have 
a great rapport with, gently encouraged me to keep up the enormous benefit that 
the children, with whom I am luckily enough to listen to under the ARCh banner. 
 



 

 

To donate to The Ron Heapy Fund https://localgiving.org/donation/arch 

                         

 

5 years 

Debbie Coates  

Bob Doering 

Marilyn Goulding 

David Jones 

Jo Lister  

Sylvia Murphy 

Hazel Nicholson 

Elaine Pullin 

Sue Rous 

Derek Thornhill  

Pat Warnock 

Janice Williams 

Katharine Wilson 

10 years 

Linda Commons  

Sue Jones 

Inga Martin 

Jennifer Pettengell 

Helen Russell 

Pat Wiseman  

Mike Ward 

  

15 years  

Margaret Little  

 

 

Normally we would have presented long service awards to these 

volunteers at our summer meeting. 

Certificates were posted to award winners and we hope to celebrate their 

amazing commitment at a future volunteer meeting. 

 

Congratulations to all and thank 

you for the many years’ service 

you have so generously given 

ARCh long service award winners  

https://localgiving.org/donation/arch


 

How you can help support our 

work 
We are always happy to talk with companies who want to work with us to help improve 
the literacy skills of the future workforce. 
We offer a variety of opportunities to support our work. These include; 
 
▪ Signing up to the ARCh Company Volunteer Scheme 

 

▪ Sponsorship of the ARCh service to a local school 

 

▪ Sponsorship of Book Boxes 

 

▪ Pro bono work 

 

▪ Charity of the Year scheme 

 

▪ Staff fundraising 

 

▪ Books and games donations  

 

▪ Donation of meeting rooms 

 

▪ Payroll giving 

 

▪ Gifts in Kind 

 

As an individual you could also: 

▪ Donate:  

Localgiving – https://localgiving.org/charity/arch/   

Virgingiving - https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/donation-

web/charity?charityId=1016192 

• Shop online and support with EasyFundraising 

https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/archassistedreadingforchildreninoxfordshire/ 

 

▪ Lotteries   

 

▪ Hold a fundraising event 

▪ Sponsor a volunteer or school  

▪ Remember ARCh in your will 

 

https://localgiving.org/charity/arch/
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/donation-web/charity?charityId=1016192
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/donation-web/charity?charityId=1016192
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/archassistedreadingforchildreninoxfordshire/


 

Spread the ARCh word! 
 

We have been spreading the ARCh word throughout Oxfordshire with many talks and 

interviews including being featured on Making a Difference - Radio Oxford and a 

regular advert on Jack FM. We attended the Oxfordshire Headteachers Conference 

and Youth in Mind Conference with our information stand. We spoke at an Abingdon 

Rotary meeting, Launton Womens Institute (WI) and West Oxford University of Third 

Age (U3A). Wychwood School also invited us to talk to their pupils about the benefits 

of reading – and volunteering. Witney Lions Dreamscheme sponsored ARCh book 

boxes in Witney. 

  
Velvet Tones Big Band 
held a successful entertaining evening of 
music and dancing and then donated the 
proceeds to ARCh. Elaine went along to 
introduce the charity and explain our work 
in the county 

Launton WI talk 
 

Jane and Charlotte 
giving a talk to Abingdon 
Rotary  

 

Wychwood School 
talk 



 

   

Witney 
Dreamscheme 2020 

West Oxford U3A 

Oxfordshire 
Headteachers 
Conference 
OHTC2020 

Youth in Mind 
Conference 



 

The Great British Menu 2020 
 

 

We hope everyone enjoyed watching the Great British Menu series which this year            

celebrated 150 years of children’s literature. 

We especially enjoyed the banquet finale of course as we were invited to attend along 

with some of the children we 

support and teacher Lauren 

Freedman.  

The banquet was filmed in early 

February - here we are being 

welcomed by host Susan Calman. 

It was amazing to enjoy the 

wonderful food in the dining hall of 

Exeter College, Oxford, where 

ARCh Patron Sir Philip Pullman 

once studied, and to be 

surrounded by so many famous 

children’s authors and illustrators. 

Special thanks go to the television company Optomen and to Antonia Lloyd, series 

editor. 



 

The star-studded guest list included 
 

 

Authors 

Cressida Cowell 

Jacqueline Wilson   

Lemn Sissay  

Anthony Horowitz 

Julia Donaldson  

Terry Deary 

Francesca Simon  

Charlie Higson  

Konnie Huq 

Vashti Hardy 

Muhammad Khan  

Jasbinder Bilan 

Catherine Johnson  

Sally Gardner  

Cerrie Burnell 

Nina Wadia  

Chris Smith and Greg James  

Giles Andreae 

Illustrators 

Nick Sharratt  

Tony Ross  

Helen Oxenbury  

Nadia Shireen  

  

It was particularly fitting that the winning dish from chef Niall Keating was 

inspired by Sir Philip Pullman’s Northern Lights.  

To quote Philip Pullman “After nourishment, shelter and companionship,  

stories are the thing we need most in the world”. 

We wish we could have invited all our volunteers and the children we work 

with but the good news is that you can watch the banquet on iplayer. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000j4f3   

 

 
 
 

Nick Sharratt & Giles Andreae pictured with 
us above 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000j4f3


 

Reflection on the day 
 

Teacher Lauren Freedman:  
"It was an honour to be invited to such a 
prestigious event, especially as I have 
been a fan of GBM for years. Children's 
literature and food are passions of mine. 
What a joy to celebrate literature with 
food, authors, illustrators and a handful of 
children that I teach.  
Seeing the children's reactions to the food and encouraging them to speak 
to their idols made the whole event even more magical. The series added 
joy during the lock down period and we enjoyed watching the show in 
school in our bubbles once lock down was relaxed. ARCh is a superb 
charity that has helped our children to grow in reading interest and 
confidence. It was wonderful to see their work celebrated at such an 
esteemed event." 
 

The children commented: 
"The food was mind blowing - we were eating from some of the best chefs 
in the world. I don't think there's a better place I could have been at the 
time. I loved how the snitches came down on a train - it was awesome." 
  
"My favourite course was the fish because the texture was really good and 
immaculate. I met Jacqueline Wilson - she was really sweet. It was quite 
fun. The whole experience was very posh." 
  
"It was something I have never done before and seeing my favourite 
authors was a treat." 
  
  
 

   

 
Jacqueline Wilson is 
pictured with us 



 

Birmingham's Young Poet 

Laureate 
 
 
Aliyah Begum is a 17 year-old 
Birmingham born poet and a 
performer, who enjoys writing for 
her role as the Birmingham Young 
Poet Laureate for 2018-20. She is a 
commended Foyles Young Poet 
who features on the Young Poets 
Network, and has been published in 
several anthologies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We were fortunate to be seated next to Aliya Begum at the banquet. Here 
is Aliyah’s account of the day. 
 
“As part of my role as Birmingham's Young Poet Laureate, in February I 
was lucky enough to be invited to the Great British Menu final banquet in 
Oxford, in celebration of children's literature. After having battled against 
Storm Ciara to get there, the food and the atmosphere was incredible - 
with dishes inspired by the likes of Harry Potter, the BFG and Peter Rabbit, 
we ate a golden snitch (brought to us on train tracks) and we had an edible 
book for dessert! But, if the food that I tried was incredible, the people I 
was able to meet were even more so. Jacqueline Wilson, Francesca 
Simon and Terry Deary are all authors that I have loved and admired since 
I was young, so it was amazing to have had the chance to talk to them. 
Watching it on TV afterwards, I was able to relive the experience, and I 
am very grateful to have had the opportunity to attend the banquet - it was 
certainly a day that I will never forget!”  
 
  



 

Moving Out 
by Aliyah Begum 

 
He dusted the horizon with a flock of birds, 

Dragged a steam train across the hills and reef. 
He opened the stratosphere to let some fresh air in, 

The asthmatic sheep bleated sighs of relief. 
 

He switched off the sun and twisted it loose; 
It slipped out of his hand and leapt into the sea. 

He swept up the shards of ice and bergs 
Into the newspapered gossip of bored manatees. 

 
The glow-in-the-dark stars had started to fade 

He gently peeled them off from the sky; 
The supernova lay dying in the waste paper bin, 

While the empty expanse began to cry. 
 

He neatly folded the patchwork fields, 
Wrapped up his oldest equinox. 

He took down the peeling sunsets, 
Then placed them all in a cardboard box. 

 
He climbed the cliffs up to heaven, 
And found an empty corner there. 

He set down the box, then left with a sigh. 
The world was now silent and bare. 

 
 
 
About this poem… 
This poem is commended in the nonsense 
poetry challenge on Young Poets Network 
(YPN), in partnership with the Little Angel 
Theatre. 
Aliyah was commended in the Foyle Young 

Poets of the Year Award 2017. She is also 

commended in the nonsense poetry challenge 

on Young Poets Network, in partnership with 

Little Angel Theatre, London. Aliyah is the 

Birmingham Young Poet Laureate 2018-20. 

 

 



 

Food for Thought to Eat 
 
So what do children’s writers see  
That many of their readers may not?  
What the dickens do they see?  
What!? What!? What!? 
  
Harry Potter was fostered in The Philosopher’s Stone 
Frodo Baggins orphaned in Lord of The Rings  
Peter Pan was parentless yes and   
Rapunzel was fostered in Brothers Grimm  
  
Roald Dahl and Dickens know the score  
And now you know it too  
Matilda was stilled in a children’s home 
And  Oliver Twist -  it’s true   
  
That (in the film)  when Oliver said   
“Please Sir can I have some more” 
Never has food been  better used  
than ever as metaphor    
  
The  reader sees  Oliver’s need  
And follows his journey  on/along  
And wills him to find the food  to heed/feed  
His spirit to make him strong  
  
So what! What do children’s writers see  
That many readers may not?  
What the Dickens do they see?  
What!? What!? What!? 

 

 

Lemn Sissay wrote this poem to 
perform at the banquet and we are very 
grateful to him for giving us 
permission to reproduce it here. Lemn 
says "This poem was written for 
broadcast. The poem is very much 
written to be spoken aloud/performed 
which is worth noting.”  
 



 

Covid-19 
 
With the closure of all schools on March 20th 2020 due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, the normal ARCh service was brought to a halt. 
The ARCh office team started working from home, developing a variety of ways 
to continue supporting our volunteers, schools and children. 
 

  



 

What we did  

Regular newsletters 

To keep in touch and support during 
the lock down we began sending 
regular newsletters and quizzes to all 
our volunteers and supporters; those 
who had no internet we posted to. 
Little did we know when we wrote 
issue number one that we were to go 
on to produce 11 copies in total!  
 
These were so appreciated by many 
and we had some lovely feedback 
saying so… 
 

 
“Very many thanks for the newsletter and also for my 10 year certificate - 
amazing how time flies when you are enjoying yourself!” 

 
“Also a huge thank you to all at ARCh for the way in which you have kept in 
touch, not only with the newsletters and quizzes, but with your updates on the 
present and ever changing situation surrounding schools and reading.” 
 

“Many thanks for all you have done to keep us amused and informed.” 
 
“Thanks for the latest in the current series of your magnificently entertaining 
newsletters.” 
 
“Many thanks for all the very good interim newsletters and quizzes you've 
been sending, they have been very interesting to read.”  
 
“Another great ARCh newsletter; wonderfully bouncy and positive.  Well done 
to the team for pulling these together and keeping them coming!  
Regards as ever.” TIM (Lord Lieutenant of Oxfordshire) 
 
 



 

Letter writing project  

To keep volunteers in touch with the children they had been 
supporting, we began a letter writing project. 
National Literacy Trust research shows that writing letters makes 
children feel happy and helps them express their feelings. 
Children who write letters regularly are more likely to be more 
confident writers and have more positive attitudes to writing. 
 
The ARCh letter writing project proved popular and we had 25 schools on board and 

30 volunteers writing to their children. To save the postal service we emailed the letters 

to schools.   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We received these comments from school staff… 

“Historical record of unpresented times.” 

“What a wonderful thing for a little boy to have;  a 

lovely grown-up pen friend.”   

“Such a lovely letter, I'm so impressed with his 

writing too! He is doing brilliantly!”  

Some replies to volunteers’ letters from their children 



 

Keeping in touch remotely 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One of the biggest disappointments for many ARCh volunteers during the schools’ 
lockdown was the inability to wish Year 6 readers a ‘face-to-face farewell’ when they 
left primary education this summer. 
 
ARCh volunteer David Jones was delighted when he received an invitation from St 
John’s Primary School to join a last day of term Zoom call with teaching staff and pupils 
from the Wallingford school, where he has assisted readers for the past 5 years.  
 
David said: “The school kindly arranged an online video call soon after we went into 
lockdown when I talked with the boys about the strain of home learning, the strange 
times they were living in and the new terms - like furlough and social distancing -  that 
we’d learnt as a consequence of Covid-19. 

 
However, I was surprised when the school arranged a second video call ‘as a thank-
you from teachers and pupils.  During the call, I got the chance to say a proper 
goodbye to the school leavers in my group and I also received messages from parents 
of past and present readers expressing their appreciation for my efforts - it was a 
gratifying but quite humbling experience.” 
 
 
St John’s deputy head teacher Sarah Burgess said: “By giving up his time, building 
such positive relationships with the children and sharing his own love of books, David 
has made such a lasting impact. We love having him as part of our team and look 
forward to seeing him back at St John’s soon.” 



 

 

Two part plays to share 

We added resources on our website including some of the titles in our Play 

Your Part series. These two part duologues were available to download during 

lockdown and were the perfect way to share reading with children. All scripts 

were written by ARCh Reading Helper Maggie (Tracey) Lloyd, author of the book of 

duologues Bubble & Squeak.  

One new title – Lockdown Lizzie – was inspired by a true story recounted by one of 

our Reading Helpers Julia Huddart about her dog Madge’s adventure one day when 

she ended up stowing away in a delivery van that had called at Julia’s home. 

Thankfully she was returned safely to Julia. 

Maggie passed on her thanks to Julia (and HRH Madge!) with this email exchange… 
Julia: “We call Madge HRH as when she was a puppy she used to sit on a 
pouffe as though it were her throne!” 
 

Maggie: “Lovely Madge! Please ask Julia to thank HRH for graciously 
providing me with a great story line - what a star.” 

The story was featured in Oxford Mail 

 



 

Summer Schools in Oxford City 

 

 
 
 
“There were two Summer Schools running in Oxford City for children in Years 4, 5 and 
6: Fit Fed Read at Orchard Meadow in Blackbird Leys and Sunny Smiles at Barton 
Neighbourhood Centre. 
 
The children were grouped in bubbles of about 12 with 3 or 4 adults in support. The 
time arranged very much like a school day, with English and Maths sessions as well 
as other activities through the day. 
 
I shared books with 3 children at Orchard Meadow. It is quite strange sharing a book 
but at 2 metres apart! We each had our own copy of the same book. This has been a 
mammoth task for ARCh to rise to – and will continue - so we are able to provide a set 
of pairs of books to volunteers able and willing to return to school in the autumn. 
 
The session is different – games are not feasible at the moment – but pen and paper 
games are fine. ARCh have produced a handout with suggestions. 
 
It is so rewarding when the child laughs at the story and you have complete confidence 
that they are reading, enjoying it and have full understanding of what they have read.”  
 
  

Oxford Fieldworker Clare 
Winterbottom 



 

A new report by Ipsos MORI  
reveals the impact lockdown has had on those in their 50s and 60s 

 
A new report by Ipsos MORI and the Centre for Ageing Better shines a light on the 
impact lockdown has had on those aged 50-70, revealing dramatic changes to 
people’s lives and their plans for the future.   

Some have seen their health decline, with one in five saying their physical health has 
worsened since lockdown. Over half have had a medical or dental appointment 
cancelled. 32% have been drinking more, and 36% have been smoking more.    

For some, however, this period has been a positive one, prompting reflections about 
family, work and community. 30% have been volunteering informally, such as running 
errands for neighbours. The majority of those who have taken up volunteering expect 
to carry on doing so in the future. Many have enjoyed spending more time with loved 
ones, and as a result are re-thinking their priorities: nearly half of those in work would 
consider changing their working pattern in future, and a quarter would consider a 
career change. 
 

We hope that the sense of community responsibility will continue so that we 

welcome more volunteers to join ARCh 

 
 
 
 
A study by Merrill Lynch in 2015 found that those who volunteer have a stronger sense 
of purpose, higher self-esteem, and are happier and healthier than those who do not. 
Volunteering helps because it offers people a sense of ‘giving back’. 

 
 
Volunteer Anthea Boylston told us that she had recently seen a boy, 
who she helped many years ago, now delivering the Oxford Mail. 
 
His round doubled during lockdown and, noticing that many 
customers were socially isolated, he took time to chat with as many 
of them as possible.   

 
Heartening to know that, as well as reading skills, ARCh support helps embed 

communication skills and community spirit! 

Picture of some ‘extra’ volunteering taking place over lockdown 

https://www.ageing-better.org.uk/publications/experience-people-approaching-later-life-lockdown-impact-covid-19-50-70-year-olds


 

Primary pupils' learning gap widens for 
first time since 2007 

By Judith Burns Education reporter, BBC News 
26 August 2020 

  

The learning gap between rich and poor primary age pupils in England has 
widened for the first time since 2007, analysis of government data suggests. 

And figures for both primary and secondary education show progress in helping poorer 
pupils catch up has stalled overall. 

The figures, from 2019, show the shift began even before the pandemic, says the 
Education Policy Institute. 

The government said next month's return to school was a "national priority". 

The analysis highlights that policymakers have not adequately responded to warnings 
that progress in closing the attainment gap was "losing momentum", says the EPI. 

'Entrenched reversal' 

The researchers identify the increasing proportion of children in persistent poverty as 
a key cause of the reversal which, they say, is becoming more entrenched each year. 

It is widely expected that lockdown school closures will widen the gap even further, 
says the EPI. 
▪ Better-off children 'study more than poorer pupils' 
▪ 'Digital poverty' in schools where few have laptops 

The study also highlights several strong indications that the overall gap has started to 
widen, including: 
▪ disadvantaged primary pupils more than nine months behind, with the gap 

widening for the first time since 2007 
▪ disadvantaged reception pupils nearly five months behind, the same as in 

2013 
▪ last year's report said it would take more than 500 years to close the gap - 

now it looks as if it is no longer closing at all, says the EPI 

The researchers found a strong link between persistent poverty and weaker 
educational performance. 

Children on free school meals for more than 80% of their school days were almost two 
years (22.7 months) behind their wealthier classmates. 

Those children on free school meals for less than 20% of their time at school had a 
learning gap of just under a year (11.3 months). 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-52701850
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-52399589
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-49150993


 

Poorer students in Oxfordshire 20 
months behind peers 

 
 
DISADVANTAGED secondary school pupils in Oxfordshire are more than 18 months 
behind their peers, new research has revealed. 
 
The Education Policy Institute’s (EPI) annual report shows poorer students in the 
county were 20 months of learning behind their better-off peers nationally in 2019. 
This has grown by 0.1 months since 2012, suggesting students are falling further 
behind. 
 
About 15 per cent of the county’s secondary school pupils were classed as 
disadvantaged, meaning they were eligible for free school meals at any point in the 
last six years. 
 
David Laws, executive chairman of the think tank, said this comes despite the 
Government’s pledge to ‘level up’ regional inequalities. 
He said: “Before the Covid crisis, disadvantaged children were around one and a half 
years of learning behind other pupils, and this figure seems almost certain to have 
increased since the closure of schools. 
 
“It is deeply concerning that our country entered the pandemic with such a lack of 
progress in this key area of social policy, and the Government urgently needs to put 
in place new policy measures to help poor children to start to close the gap again.” 
 
The education gap also exists for disadvantaged young children in Oxfordshire, with 
five-year-olds trailing by five months and primary school pupils over a year behind. 
 
Jo Hutchinson, report author and director of social mobility and vulnerable learners at 
the EPI, said children who have suffered abuse or neglect are at risk of falling further 
behind because of lockdown. 
 
She said: “Our research shows that over the last two years an increasing number of 
children are living in long term poverty, and since these children are furthest behind in 
their learning, that is contributing to adverse trends in the national disadvantage gap. 
 
There is now abundant evidence that poverty and social vulnerability require urgent 
action both in and outside of school.” 

Source Oxford Mail  
  



 

Primary school closures 
 
This created substantial inequality in time spent learning between 
pupils from poorer and better-off families - and re-opening schools 
may be the only remedy. 
 
This study by the Institute for Fiscal Studies demonstrates the widening of the socio-
economic learning-time gap during the lockdown therefore suggests that the lockdown 
could worsen educational inequalities between children from poorer and richer 
backgrounds, especially among primary school students… 

“By the time children return to school in September, most will have spent more than a 

staggering five months out of school. Such prolonged time out of school risks setting 

back children’s learning and development. This is particularly concerning for children 

from disadvantaged backgrounds, who already achieve less well on average than their 

better-off classmates and whose parents are at greater risk of losing their jobs as a 

result of the crisis. 

Many studies – from our team but also from the Centre for Longitudinal Studies, 

the Sutton Trust and the National Foundation for Educational Research among others 

– have shown that children from different backgrounds have indeed had a very 

unequal experience of home learning. But gaps in home environments existed before 

the crisis, so is this evidence sufficient to suggest that the crisis will exacerbate existing 

inequalities in children’s attainment? If so, are there any lessons we can draw from 

our first lockdown experience to help mitigate the impact of the crisis on inequalities 

and ‘level up’ children’s remote learning experiences, should schools need to close 

again because of a spike in COVID-19 cases? 

Our new research, funded by the Nuffield Foundation and released 17/8/2020, 

attempts to address these questions. It is based on bespoke survey data we collected 

on around 5,500 parents of school-aged children in England, who mainly responded 

in the first two weeks of May this year. We asked parents how they and their children 

spent each hour of what would have been a normal school day. 

We then compared time use during the lockdown with data from 

before the crisis, which come from the 2014–15 UK Time Use 

Survey. While these two data sets do not cover the same children, 

we can still explore how average learning time compares between 

these two periods and how any changes differ for children from 

poorer and better-off families. This observation highlights some of 

our key findings.” 

https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14879
https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14879
https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14848
https://cls.ucl.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Parental-involvement-in-home-schooling-and-developmental-play-during-lockdown-initial-findings-from-COVID-19-survey.pdf
https://www.suttontrust.com/our-research/covid-19-and-social-mobility-impact-brief/
https://www.nfer.ac.uk/home-learning-during-covid-19-findings-from-the-understanding-society-longitudinal-study/


 

Learning time has gone down and 
become more unequal 

 

Learning time was 

dramatically lower 

during the lockdown 

than prior to it. On 

average, primary school 

students spent 4.5 

hours learning on a 

typical school day 

during the lockdown, 

down from 6.0 hours 

before the lockdown 

(25% reduction).  

Learning time has also become more unequal, especially at primary school. Figure 1 

shows the changes in total daily learning time, including both time in class and time on 

other educational activities, during a typical term week between 2014–15 and the 

lockdown period. It compares children from the poorest, middle and richest fifth of 

households (in the case of the 2020 data, based on their pre-pandemic earnings). 

For primary school children, the lockdown has created new inequalities in learning 

time. Before the pandemic, there was essentially no difference between the time that 

children from the poorest and richest households spent on educational activities. But, 

during the lockdown, learning time fell 

by less among primary school children 

from the richest families than among 

their less well-off peers. The end result 

is that, during the lockdown, the richest 

students spent 75 minutes a day longer 

on educational activities than their 

peers in the poorest families – an extra 

31% of learning time. 

  

Figure 1 



 

Thanks to our Supporters 

 
Many organisations and individuals supported the charity during 2019-20.  
It is thanks to their investment in ARCh that we have been able to help so 
many children in the past year. Together we have played a vital role in 
helping struggling children reach their true potential. Thank you to all, 
including; 
 

 
Oxford City Singers 
Oxford City Council (Recycling 
League) 
University of Oxford (Community 
Grants) 
Witney Lions 
Abingdon Riverside Rotary 
Wychwood School Oxford 
Bicester Town Council 
Banbury United Football Club 
Turl Street Arts Festival 
Marks & Clerk LLP 

Oxfordshire Community 
Foundation 
Tambour Foundation  
Peoples Postcode Lottery 
Witney Educational Foundation 
Oxford Isis Rotary 
Henley Rotary 
Witney Rotary 
West Oxford U3A 
Launton Women’s Institute 
Morrisons Banbury 
Coop Bicester 

Wychwood School          Velvet Tones 
 

We also thank the other individuals and organisations who support ARCh but 

prefer to remain anonymous and thanks to those who volunteer in other ways, 

including; 

Lynn Knapp  - school advisor 
Colin Paice  - Website  
Janet Turner  - Librarian      
Maggie Lloyd - for writing plays for ARCh 
Gill Hawkins - games volunteer     
Georgina Atwell  - Toppsta - book donations    
Georgia Smith  - volunteer newsletter editor 
Thanks also to Banbury United Football Club and Officers Mess at Ambrosden  
for providing training venues. 

 

   



 

Christopher Quinton 

Award 2020  
 

 
 
We will always remember with fondness our first Chairman, Christopher 
Quinton, without whom ARCh would not exist. 
 
Each year we make a special award in Christopher’s memory to one of our 
outstanding volunteers. 
 

This year we wanted to recognise and celebrate the dedication of one 
particular volunteer who has supported us in the office with her skills as a 
librarian for many years. As well as volunteering at Dr South’s Primary School, 
Islip for over 16 years, Janet Turner has been a regular visitor in our office, 
managing our vast array of children’s books, ensuring that they are in good 
condition, relevant, up to date and sorted into an order so that choosing the 
right genre of book is made easier for all visitors to the office. 
 
Janet is an important member of the team and we know that her reliable and 
constant support has helped not just the running of our office but has been 
appreciated by all volunteers when they can access the vital books for their 
book boxes. Janet has been working on pairing up the resources in the office 
so that duplicate sets of books can be distributed for our Covid edition book 
boxes. 
 

 



 

Our Impact  
 

More than Reading 
 
We have become increasingly aware of the impact our work has on children’s 
mental well-being. Schools frequently select children for ARCh because of the 
nurturing benefits the twice weekly one-to-one sessions with a special friend 
in school provide. With ARCh support, children’s confidence and self-esteem 
increases and as a result, the ability to learn and enjoy learning improves. 
 

 

Looking ahead 

 
• We will continue to listen to our stakeholders; our schools, children, our 

volunteers and funders. 

• We will share knowledge with other organisations – charities doing 

similar work to us in other areas (such as ABCtoread, Dorset Reading 

Partners, Coram Beanstalk) and other organisations working with 

children in Oxfordshire such as Full Circle and Quest for Learning.  

• We will explore opportunities to collaborate. 

 

 

 

We welcome support from Oxfordshire Libraries, local literary festivals, 
ROBIN, OXLEP and during the next year we hope to work with the business 
sector and with secondary schools in both the state and independent sectors. 
 
We know that there is now a greater than ever need for work. The pandemic 
resulted in so much missed schooling, for so many children. The impact of this 
will be felt by all children but particularly by the most disadvantaged. There is 
an obvious need for academic catch up but children will also need support for 
their well-being and to improve social and communication skills. 
 
Safety of our volunteers, staff and everyone in schools is of paramount 
importance; we have conducted comprehensive risk assessments and 
developed new safety protocols so that ARCh volunteers are well placed to 
help close the attainment gap caused by COVID-19. 
 

 
Together we can inspire more Oxfordshire 

children to read 




































